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Recently Chowdhury and Bhattacharjee (CB,1984) have speculated on a relevant

fractal dimensionality of I) =2 for realistic spin glass alloys. Their speculation

was based on the percolation model of spin glasses (Chowdhury and Mookerjee,ly83)

and experimental results on metallic spin classes (Tholenoe,lyBo; Murani,ly76).

In these alloy systems it is established that near and below the transition

temperature T , the dynamics of magnetisation relaxation cannot be described by
u

single spin dynamics. Anomalously long relaxation times have been observed

certainly below T and even,it seems, at temperatures above it (Chowdhury and

Mookerjee 1983b,1984). This, coupled with the smooth behaviour of the specific

heat and resistivity at T , is an indicator that the dynamics of these systems

is characterised by a distribution of relaxation tines. Recently Wohlfarth's old

model (1977) proposed for rock magnetism has been resurrected from a micrtticopic

point of view by us (Chowdhury and Mookerjee,19Q3), incorporating the ideas of

Smith (1975) and Abrikosov (1978). The model envisages the formation of clusters

of dynamically correlated spins from a paramagnetic background, as the temperature

is1lowered. Thin process is shown to be mathematically analogous to the problem

of percolation of overlapping spheres with temperature dependent radii, centred

on randomly distributed points. At any temperature, the distribution of cluster

sizew and hence barrier heights correspond to a distribution of relaxation timeu.

This is so because finite clusters, relaxing over finite free energy barriers by

thermal excitation have relaxation times of the form t = t exp£h(T)/k_T] where

the barrier height h(T) is directly related to the size of the cluster. The

percolation threshold, where a cluster size diverges, is idenfified as the freezing

temperature T at that given concentration of magnetic centres. In a more precise
g
(
g

(Anderson,197Oj Hertz 1982,1^} ; Mookerjee and Cttowdhury ly8/j) the

dynamically correlated clusters are minified by the localised eigeiunodea of the

random interaction matrix ; the size relates to the effective participation ratio

(modified by the mode-mode coupling : Z\» •rUv:r,- and Hookerjee,iy34) and k̂ T r - J

"ihe mobility ed£e.

Simple arjuincnts introduced by Hertz (iy82,1983) enable us to find out the

way in which the barrier height diverges at T . The first idea, explained in his

first reference, is that a cluster can disorder by propagating a dofnain wall through

i t . This was the basis of equation (8) of C"B and the idea originated from Palmer.

The second, first discussed by Hertz and given in both the references, is that the

barrier height is proportional both to the size (effective participation ratio) as

well as to the mean square magnetisation seen in the experiment. Near the percolation

•threshold T , the incipient infinite cluster (IIC) embedded in a lattice of d=3, is
g
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an object with fractal dimensionality Df * 2.5 (Pandey and Stauffer,iy8,i). In other
words the s i z e u c ^ f where | is the relevant correlation length of the percolation
problem. Since near Tg we expect the mean local sqrire magnetisation is expected to
vanish linearly (HookBrjee,1978) we have

h{T) =
( 1 )

The indeces x and y may be obtained from experiments on metallic spin
glasses. In ac susceptibility Experiments, since the characteristic measurement
time i s tm^w~ , a l l clusters whose lifetimes are greater than t n will appear frozen.
1 may then be obtained from [ l n ^ / t j ] " 1 / * = A[Ts(w)-Tg(o)]t where T (w) are the
temperatures at which the w-^ependent susceptibility has a maxiiaun. .'or the data
on CuMn (4.6 at % Mn) (Tholence,198o) we set a good f i t on a Ion-log plot of
x - 0.8 - 0.1 and T^o) Sf 26°K. Again, the exponent y may be similarly obtained from
the q-dependent maxima of the observed X(cj) data from neutron scattering experiments
of Murani (1976). CB reports a good f i t of V= 1.2 for AuPe (lo at % Fe). This i s
rather different from the usual exponent for nearest neighbour si te or bond pei-colatio
This should not surprise us , as i t is uncertain whether the sphere percolation
belongs to the same universality class or not (Kertesz tl°.8l). To this date, 1 ans not
aware of any detailed work done in determining the exponents of the overlapping
sphere percolation problem.

Note that equation (1) is perfectly compatible with Df=2.5, *£o.8 and V Si .2.
The idea of using the backbone dimensionality speculated by CB is neither

necessary nor i s i t correct. The Df dependence in this problem arises entirely
because of a size effect. The backbone concept is relevant when there is diffusion
or current flow on fractal networks, so that the nag ends' or 'cul de sacs' of the
IIC do not play any ro le . However, when the IIC re.!axes over the barrier, i t is
tho whole siae including the backbone and the tag ends that is of significance.
The speculation of CB seems incorrect and equation ( l ) is perfectly compatible
with experimental data with Df = 2.5.

The same is true of their remarks on the work of Bonai et al (lyQJ) apropos
l/f noise. That work also dealt with current flow on random networks whero the
backbone _is of relevance. Further, one notices a curious looseness in CB's
dealing with their equation (8) which, withySl.a and x 3T Q , 8 , gives D = I.67
which is quite different from D, * 2 I

Thin, of course, means that the value of the exponent £=1.37, obtained by
them from our estimate of the behaviour of P(p) : the probability of joining
the infinite cluster (Chowdhury and Hookerjee,1984b) is incompatible with
Df = 2,ii via Df = d - P/J . However, the fi exponent was derived by us by an indirect
method and from only a few points away from T and involving the function f(T) : the
distribution of blocking to^; ioh has a sharp behaviour near T . As

such this estimate is hai-,. . The best we can say i s that the P(p) gOes to .
sero much sharper than the mean square nvicnetisation.
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In all earlier work we have confined ourselves to IOH concentration ranges

where even at T where the first frozen or infinite cluster of dynamically

correlated spins forms, there is still no spontaneous ,iajnetisation. This is

because the random nature of the interaction ensured that the spins were locked

in random configurations, eo that the total magnetisation was proportional to

the square root of the size. With increasing concentration of spins, a transition

to lone ranged magnetic ordering is still possible in this model. To illustrate

our point, let us take for example an alloy where the spin-spin interaction

J(R) is ferromagnetic if the spins are nearest neighbours and antiferromagnetic

if not, such that ̂ J(H)^O. This would indicate a ferrpmagnetic ordering at

low temperatures and high concentrations (Mookerjee,1978). Let us examine the

spin configurations on the IIC at T . At low concentrations, only a finite

number of spins axe nearest neighbours, and except for small islands of nearest

neighbour 1 spins which remain unfrustrated, the rest of the IIC has random

spin orientations. As the concentration of spins --rise, at high enough concentrations

there will be enough nearest neighbour unfrustrated spins to form an infinite

ferromagnetic cluster on the IIC, This would lend spontaneous magnetisation to

the IIC. The problem of spin-glass to ferromagnetic transition with increasing

concentration is then one of the familiar nearest neighbour percolation but

on the background of the IIC, In the regime p<,p at T * T (p), the IIC forms

a fractal background on which ferromagnetic percolarion takes place. Fandey

et al (1984) have recently speculated on the percolarion on fractals. It is

clear from their arguments that the indeces at p=P0(T=T (pQ) are expected to

be anomalous ; appropriate to the fractal dimensionality of the background

(D_=2.5 in this case). As reliable experimental data in this regime does not

exist, this must remain a speculation at this stage.

The above picture can also be envisaged in the Hertz type mode freezing

picture. The equivalent statement is that the mobility edge J (p) moves

outwards as p increases and at a critical p coincides with the band edge J . At
c a

and above these concentrations the mode with highest energy is extended and we

have the familiar paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition as temperature is

lowered across J /lĉ . The physical justification of this picture is not

at all transparent as in the case of the cluster percolation ideas. To this date

no reliable estimates of the behaviour of J (p) as a function of p,for a

purely off diagonal random matrix J(l'i) have been made. This points to a

necessity of further work in this direction.
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